
Dictatorships vs. democracies

Two democracies defiant

Three democracies marginalized

Seven democracies destroyed

1. Czechoslovakia

Resistance

Vidkun Quisling (leader of 
Norwegian Nazi Party) 

imposed as minister 
by Hitler in 1942

Avoidance of direct
involvement in war

2. Denmark

Resistance

Integration

3. Norway

4. The Netherlands Reeder and direct 
military rule

Absorption into Germany

Anti-democratic

King Christian X co-operates
to ease impact on population

Small amount of sympathy
DNSAP, Danish Rally

Persistent resistance:
rallies, strikes, sabotage

Private army in style of 
SA/SS

Racial supremacist: 
Anti-Semitic, pro-Nordic

Secret press
Developed escape
routes for refugees

Dependence on German economy
Workforce employed to make German
armaments rather than Dutch in 1930s

External force 
(army and navy
serving abroad)

Churches
Trade unions

Teachers

Reichskommissar Seyss-Inquart
bans Orangist insignia and royal names

Dutch males employed 
in German factories,
army and Waffen-SS

Radio Oranje
co-ordinates resistance

Professionals resign in protest

2. Sweden
1. Switzerland

3. Eire

Strategically
low priority
for Germany 

Complications over 
economic support

during the war

Fear of German invasion
especially after Russian attacks

on Finland (1939–40) and 
German invasion of Norway (1940)

Support from
Catholic Church

Exclusion of foreigners, 
Gypsies and Freemasons 

Antenatal provision 
but general antifeminism

Pétain’s popularity
c.1940

Efficient adaptation
to war needs

Protection of civilians:
evacuation, shelters, black-

outs and rationing

Training of Norwegian
and Danish ‘police’;
welcomed refugees

Early transit and trade 
ties to Germany

Réduit strategy

1. United Kingdom
2. Finland

Conscription

Emergency war-
time powers

Churchill

…collaboration

Elections
suspended

5. Belgium

6. Luxembourg

7. France

Prioritized
RAF protection

Wary of Stalin

Popularity

Flexible market-
orientated economy

Maintenance of 
democracy?

Economy

Democratic foundation

Slovakia
post-1939

Bohemia and
Moravia post-1939

Vulnerability

Strengths

Armament

Treaties

Protectorate of von
Neurath (1939–41)

emphasized co-operation 
over terror; Protectorate of 

Heydrich (1941–42)
martial law, executions 

and terror

Internal ethnic
divisions

External claims
on territory (Germany,

Poland, Hungary)

Jozef Tiso – autonomous
state vs. Nazi subordination

Presence of underground resistance 
with limited but important activity

Direct military 
subordination (Sep 1944)

Resistance
vs.…

Document forgery, 
hiding refugees, assisting Jews

Deportation of Belgian
labourers to Germany

Ration essentials

Imposed indemnity to pay for
occupation

Resistance from across
spectrum, saboteurs,

escape routes, concealment,
external Belgians to fight 

with British troops

Belgian leadership

Co-operation from 
Nazi sympathisers in
administrative posts

King Leopold III
surrendered to Germany,

attempting to reduce harsh 
treatment of population

Prime Minister Pierlot
sets up government in

exile in BritainResistance and support

Anti-Semitic laws and
deportation to camps

Resistance

Many joined Allied forces

Economy and labour
resources absorbed 

Extensive racial purification
and deportations

General strikes

1941 opposition to
welcoming German rule

National Revolution: work, family, country
replaced liberty, equality, fraternityResistance

Vichy 

Persecution Success 

Emphasis on male dominance
and family as feminization of Third 

Republic and women’s preference for
employment had caused population stagnation

Treatment of Jews: home-grown 
anti-Semitism (McMillan)

vs. relatively fewer deportations 
and deaths (Christofferson)

Political and patriotic 
responses to 

provocation and crisis

Unity amongst groups:
MUR and CNR

Charles de Gaulle
undermines Vichy

legitimacy

Reduction in trade with
Germany and closer ties

to Allies from 1943

Support for
Axis/Allies

Neutrality

Opportunity taken for 
revival of IRA activity

Volunteers help
British workforce

Neutral stance, but Irish 
intelligence aids Britain

Criticism with help
for Axis leads to 

exclusion from UN (1946)

Media success:
radio, Commons 

war speeches

Winter War with 
Russia (1939–40) 

Secret pact
with Germany

Weakening of 
borders for future

Loss of territory

Switch to Allied
support

Unable to co-ordinate
priorities for mutual benefit

Drive out
German forces

Indemnity paid 
to Russia
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